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Nuclear double beta. decay is a. subject of the current intensive activity, both ex
pPrimentally and theoretically. The nPutrinoless mode of this process (2/JOv - decay) 
is related to physics beyond the standard model and requires the existence of the 
lepton number violating massive Majorana neutrinos [1, 2]. lJp to uow, experimen
tally only lower half life limits for 2P'Ov- rlecay have been reported in the literature. 
Growing interest is also paid to the two-ueutrino mode (21;2/J - decay ). It is the 
rarPst process observed so far in nature. This mode being independent of the neu
triuo properties offf'rs a sensitive test of nuclear structure calculations. The usual 
strategy has becu first to try to reproduce the observed 2{32v decay half times 
iu order to ga.in confidPnce in the calculated 2/1011 - decay nuclear matrix elements 

[:l. 4, "· 6] .. 
In the prPsent calculation of 2/3'211 decay we consider only the Gamow Teller 

nuclear matrix Plemellt 

A1oT (1) 

where lOt >. IOj > and 11~ > are respectively the wave functions of the initial, 
final and intermediate nuclei with c:orresponding energies E, Ef and En- ,6. denotes 
the average energy ,6. = t{ Ei -· E1 ). Ak is tlw Gamow-Teller transition operator 
A,= I:, Tt(o\)k, k=t,2,J. 

The qua::1ipartide raudom phase approximation (QRPA) is the nuclear structure 
nwthod most widely usf"d to calculate lVfc:T· However, the results are extremely sen
sitive to the details of the nuclear hamiltonian, in parLicular, to factor 9rp introduced 
to renormalize the particle-particle interaction strength [7, 8, 9, 10]. The magnitude 
gPP consistPnt with thP calculation of ;J+ decay is not. broad, nevertheless the value 
of Mc,T calculated with 9pp within this interval crosses zero. The extreme sensitivity 
of QR.PA to Yrr is the difficulty of making definite rate predictions. Several modifi
cation of QRPA have been proposed that might change that behavior as e.g. higher 
order RPA corrections [11], nuclear deformation [12] and particle number projection 
[13, 14]. However, none of these amendments inhibits the matrix element Mer to 
pass through zero near the natural value of 9rr = 1. 

The goal of the present paper is to analyse the 2J32v - decay amplitude in field 
theory approach and to show that the calculation of the many body Green function 
Mer in eq.(l) corresponds to the calculation of the contributions from a class of 
meson exchange current diagrams. 

In the two nucleon mechanism of the 2v2j3 - decay process the beta decay hamil-
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tonian acquires the form: 

(2) 

where eL(x) and vedx) are operators of the left components of fields of the f']ectrou 

and neutrino, respectively. The strangeness conserving free charged hadron curwnt 

takes the form: 

jo(x) = p(x)lo(9v + 9A!s)n(x), (:J) 

where p(x) and n(x) are operators of the field of the proton and neutron, respectively, 

and 9v = 1.0 and 9A = 1.25. 

Clearly 2v2{3 - decay occurs in the second order perturbation theory of tlw weak 

interaction. For the matrix element of 2v2{3 - decay process we have 

where 

I (2)1· - ( -i)
2 

( GF) < f s ' >- -2- v'2 N,. N,, N,, N,, X 

X u(p\)/"( 1 + !s)u( -ki)u(p,)J"(l + !s)u( -k,)J",(Plo p,, k, k,) -

-(p, .... p,)- (k, .... k,) + (p, .... p,)(k, .... k,), 

J C -i(PI +k1 )xl e -i(p~+k2 )x2 X 

X out <pJIT(J"(x,)J,(x,))IPi >in dx,dx,. 

( 1 I 

(5) 

Here, N, = (1/(211')3 i 2)(1/(2Po)1 i 2 ), p1 and p2 (k1 and k2 ) are four-momenta of 

electrons (antineutrinos), Pi and PJ are four-momenta of the initial and final nucleus, 

and the nuclear matrix element is 

where J~(x) is the weak charged nuclear hadron current in the Heisenberg representa

tion [15, 16]. 1ih(x) and 1-lh,-y(x) are respectively the strong interaction hamiltonian 

and the interaction hamiltonian of the electromagnetic and hadron fields. In this 

way, in eq. (5) the strong and electromagnetic interaction of the·nudeons is taken 

into account exactly. 

The matrix element in eq.(4) contains also the matrix element for two subsequent 

nuclear beta decay processes. In order to separate both processes we writf' 1' a.<; a 

product of two hadron currents as follows [17]: 
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Thf'n we have (henceforth the indices "in" and "out" will be omitted) 

J (p P. k k ) _ J e~i(PJ+kJ)·.Xj e-i(P2+k2)·X2 X 
'/LV l1 21 11 2 - (8) 

X ( f~~(PIO, P2o, k10, kzo, ill i2) + J~~111 (Pto 1 P2o 1 k10, k:w, it, i2)) di1 di2, 

with 

n 

x21r8(En- E, + p,, + k,,) < Ptllv(O,i,)[Pn >, (9) 

and 

Here IPn > is an eigenvector of the intermediate nucleus with energy En and we used 

[16[, 

< PJIJv(x,)Jv(x,)[p; >= ( 11) 

L < Ptllv(O,iJ)[pn >< Pnllv(O,i,)[p; > e•IEr>:n)x,,ei(En-E,)x,,. 

The symbol Ln nwans summation over the discrete states and integration over the 

continuum states of the intermediate nucleus. It includes the complete set of these 

states. 

;,From the two delta functions in eq. (9), which have the meaning of energy law 

conservation, we see that the first term in the r.h.s. of eq. (8) corresponds to the 

two subsequent nudear beta decay processes. This process is drawn in Fig.la. For 

most of the nuclei in which the double beta decay is experimentally studied such 

transitions are energetically forbidden. For En > Ei the argument of the second 

delta function in the r.h.s. of eq. (9) is always positive and this term is equal to 

zero. 

The second term in the r.h.s. of eq. (8) corresponds to 2v2(3- decay process. We 

see that the 2v2(3 - decay amplitude contains the nuclear matrix element of the non

equal-time commutator of the two hadron currents. We note that the commutator 

is non zero because the currents are in the Heisenberg representation. In the case of 

free hadron currents with the use of the anticommutation relations of the operators 

p(x) and n(x) (see eq.(3)) we have 

[jv(x),jv(Y)] = 0. (12) 
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The presence of the commutator of two currents in the 2t;2(J decay amplitude 

is telling us that the two single beta decays in the nucleus have to he corrt'lat!'d. 

The only possible correlations are of the typr of meson and r· t>xchangcf.i wltich 

have their origin in the strong interaction hamiltonian 1-ih(x) and in the interaction 

hamiltonian of the electromagnetic and hadron fields J-ih·'(:r) (set> eq. (ti)). If w•·· 

consider the Heisenberg current operator J~'-(x) in an approximativP wa_y in which 

J-ih(x) is replaced by the pseudoscalar coupling pion-nucleon iJJteraction h.unilt.mJi<lll 

[18], we just obtain the one pion exchange diagram of Fig. lb. £.From tlw above 

discussion it follows that it is possible to start with an appropriatf' S-matrix and 

deduce the most important meson and 1 - exchange contributions t.o '2/:JOt, dPca.y 

amplitude. We maintain that the S- matrix approach is an alternative way for I lw 

calculation of the '2v2(3 - decay amplitude, which does not. need tlw construd.iml 

of the intermediate nuclear states. It is only necessary to know the nuclear wa.ve 

functions of the initial and final nucleus and to derive two body opl'rators frolll tbl' 

corresponding exchange diagrams. We shall discuss possible exchang;f' nwchanisms 

later. First, we shall show in a different way that nucle<tr exchang{' currt'nts domino\.(' 

the 2{32v- amplitude in eq.(4) 

To calculate the commutator in eq. (10) one can use first the well-known formula 

(e.g. [19]). The result is, 

k t•mr.< 

~(it)'~ =I: k! [li[H .. [H,.IAO,YJJ .. ]J, ( l.'l) 

ko:=O 

where His the nuclear hamiltonian. This formula has been fir::.-t U:'led in the Operator 

Expansion Method (OEM) in [20, 21, 22). The summation on the right hand side of 

eq.(13) was evaluated by neglecting the kinetic energy part of nuclf'ar hamiltonian 

and by considering only the central part of the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction. 

We note that OEM has been derived also in a different way by <'Xpanding the dP 

nominator of the many body Green function in eq.(l) into a Taylor series and by 

using the same approximations [23, 24, 25]. However, some questions arise about 

the convergence of such a power series expansion. By working in the time integral 

representation there are no such problems. Nevertheless tlw OEM is still a matt~>r of 

contradicting discur;;sions a.s there are more open questions. Starting with the fom1 

of the Green function in eq.( 1) the assumption that the kinetic e1wrgy op('ra.tor T 

can be ignored has been criticized recently [26]. In another paper by using t.lw ewe

and quantization language it was argued that the single particle term of the nuclear 

hamiltonian plays an important role [27]. We shall prove the opposit.·. Wc shall 
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show expiicit that if we approximate the IIU<kar hamiltonian H Ly a single particle 
halllihunian /1 8

·1'· the '2,tJ2JJ - alllplitude is equal to Zf'ro. 

In 1.hc second quantization formalism •..ve have 

}.,10. ill 114) 
pmpnm, 

iJ s.p. '"""""' + + " + = L ('7•("1"'!pc1""''' L ('nC,m,, '""'" · I 15) 
I"" I' um, 

Here. c~,..P and c~m, (crmp and ("w,.,) are creation (annihilation) operators of proton 
and neutron, respf'ctively and eP a.nd e11 arc singlP particle erwrgiPs of proton and 
rwutrou stat.C's. Psing cq.( 1 '2) we obtain 

I !ti) 

I ttW ,, ' I -) .-ttW ,. ,. -)] t' .J.,O.yt ,,,IO .. r =0. I 17) 

We have used only the anticom!llut.atiou rPlat.iotrs of tlw cn'ation and annihilation 
operators of proton awl llf'lttron. VVe notf' that '2t!'2/i- rlf'ca.y is always equal to zero, 
if Wt-' approximate the nucl('a.r ("\llTt-'nt .iv(f,.f) h_:..- aunt· hody operator. In getwra] 
.J"(/,.2) is a sum of otw- two- and more-body opNators. Therefore, the conunut;-tt.ur 

of two nud<-'a.r Cltrrents [.J"(t,J7), J,,(O, .f)] should lw understood a.s a nwson f':<change 
current operator, tlw t·xchanges being: indun'd by tbt> residual two body interaction 
part of the nuclear hamiltonian. It proves that the sing:]{' particlf' part of the nucl('ar 
hamiltonian plays a less important role. 

We integrate over thP time va.riabk in <'q. ( 10) l!s.rng the standard proccdun· of 
tht· adiabatit" switch-off of tlw interaction as I------; oo, i.f' .. 

-1ttl . - _,! . -l exp dt::::} ltm cxp 1
(" l dt = hm--.-. 1.~' 1.'~ 

0 r---->0 0 ,~oa-u 
I I~) 

We assume that the unclear states and their corresponding f'llf'rgies can be considnf'd 
a.s the. t'i?,"f'nstates and eigenva.lues of the nudf:•ar hamiltonian H, 

Hfp, >= E;[p; >, Hfp, >= E,fp, > 

Then with the lwlp of (II) W(' get 

{ 
< PJIJ"IO,i,)fp,>< p,f.J,,IO,i,)fp, > < I'Jf.i,,IOJ,)fp,>< p,I.J"(O,i,)fp, >} 

E .. - E, + P1o + k1o + !~,. - E, + P2o + k2o . 
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We futher assume the notJ-n"lativistic impulse approximat.itm for tlw hadronir cur

rent J.,(O. ij) and negkct tlw contribution from tlw vc·ctor currents to '21!'2,d d<'cav 

amplitude. We also restrict our consideration to s1rrwavc states of the c1nittcd 

leptons and consider only' the eBt>rg;f•t.ically most favonred O~.,tial --+ Oj,",r nurkctr 

transition. '0/e suppost> p10 + k1o::::: p0 + k'lo::::: (/~1 - EJ)f'l.. Then we have, 

where Nfc.T is defined in eq.(l). z.From tlw abovf' c_!Privatioll it. follows that in calcu

lations using the form .Mr;T of eq.( l) the lllt>SOII excha11gf"s arp take11 into accOl\111. hy 

t.he surnmation over tlw int.ernwdiat.e nuclear statl's l~. \"·hich arf' cotJst.ml't.t·tl. f'.g. 

by an RPA diagonalizat.ion. 

'vVe show that these ca.kulations are sensit.ivt> to the truncation of the ll1tdear 

hamiltonian violating the condition of eq.(l9). Following rf'L ['1.7] wc· expn·ss i\1(;T 

in the integral representation: 

MGT= ],'X>< otiAf,-liT Ar/''lo; >e-Ll; dT. 
(} 

(22) 

If we rPwrit.e tlw denominator of Pq.( l) as En- 1.:.:1 - ~ we hav(' 

The equivalence of hoth forms of M(,"/' in eq.(22) and in eq.(2:1) is t>vitknt and it can 

hf~ proved with help of f'_lf.,.lo; >= f -E,'IOt >ami J1'10j >= eE~'IOj >. \Vit.hin 

the approximation H "'""' Hs.p. \'IW obtain from eq.(:2'2) 

(21) 

However using eq.(2:l) the result is ( ~M!:;;-). The relation M;,:f = -M;;~ requaes 

M;;-j = 0, which cannot he fullfiled numericaly. The two different results come as 

a consf~quence of the violation of the asstnnption of eq.(l9). This examplf~ shows 

how erroneous can become the use of the (~reen function in eq.( 1) in respect to the 

approximation of the nuclear hamiltonian. 

The quasiparticle nuclear hamiltonian used in QRPA calculations neither repro

duces well the absolute values of the ground state energy of initial and final nucleus 

nor their relative values. In addition, it is the problem of the two vacua and two 
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iudependent normalizations, which have to be performed using two different repre
seutations of the nuclear hamiltonian. This can be hardly considered as a consistent 
developnwnt. of meson exchange current matrix elements. To do that, one should 
sta.rt with the appropriateS-matrix and deduce the most important MEC contrihu
tious. Such an analysis however is rather involved. 

Nevcrtlleless, WP shall advance some speculative arguments. We note that the 
euergy ndease for tilese processes is very small, and this allows us to study meson 
exchange diagrams in the static limit. We can suppose that the dominant contri
hut.ious to t.]w 21/2/3 decay amplitude come from the pion exchange diagrams as 
m.; << HI~ (111.71" is the mass of tlw pion, mp the mass of the rho-meson). In the 
ccuw of pion exchanges we have smaller denominators in the amplitude. However, 
the pion excbange mechanisms in Fig.l b are expected to be strongly suppressed in 
comparison with another exchange mechanisms suggested by Ericson and Vergados 
[28] (see e.g. Fig.lc) because of the big masses of the virtual off-shell nucleons. The 
nuckon propagator can be approximated by 1/mp(rnn) (rnp and mn is the mass of 
proton a.ucl nf'utron, respectively). Ericson and Vergados constructed the effective 
two body operators from their exchange diagrams by using PCAC and soft pion 
theorems. If we suppose that their exchange diagrams give the main contribution 
to 2112(3 - decay amplitude, we can deduce, from ref. [28], for the 2v2(3 - decay half 
life of 48

(' a the value I}) x 1025 years. The size of this value is independent of the 
unclear structure of a given nucleus and a similar strong suppression of the value of 
2v"2(3 - decay half time is also expected for other nuclei, with values about 1024

-
25 

years. However, such results are in strong contradiction with the existing experi
mental data. We can hardly suppose that the difference of four- five orders from the 
experimental half lives have origin in the inaccuracy of the method. The S-matrix 
approach has been applied successful to study meson and gamma exchange effects 
in different nuclear processes, e.g. electron scattering [29] and compton scattering 
[30]. We note that values of the half lifes about 1024

- 1025 years do not contradict 
the QRPA calculations which give only lower limits on the value of the 2v2(3- decay 
half life [8, 9, 10]. It could mean that the mechanism considered at present is not 
dominant for the 2v2(3 - decay process. 

It is this motivation that stimulated us to study the electron-gamma exchange 
mechanism for 2(30v - decay drawn in Fig.ld [31]. We note that in the two nucleon 
2f30v decay mechanism studied at present only the electromagnetic interaction 
between electron and nucleon and between two nucleons has been included. The 
first interaction leads to a distortion of the electron wave function, which is taken 
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(a) 

(c) 

If> 

·\ r;· ' 
(A·2l 

' ' 
·\ /' 

" 
~1m> 

' 
(A-21 .. ..: 

rr.'p''' 

(A-2) ·\ I/ ·\ I/ 
. " " " 

(b) 

h> h> 

If> If> 

' ' 

'\ It I/ (A-2) <\ 
~' 

" " 

(d) 

h> li> 

Figure 1: The Feynmann diagrams for the two suhseq1wnt nudc:•ar beta de

cay processes and for the two neutrino nuclear double bf't.a decay procPss. 

(a) The Feynmann diagram for two subsequent nuclear lwta decays withi11 

the impulse approximation. (b) The Feynmann diagrams of tltc two neu

trino double beta decay process of the two nucleon mechanism considered Cit 

present. (c) The pion exchange mechanism of the two JJcutrino do11bk lwt.a 

decay process of Ericson and Vergados. (d) The eledron-garnma f'X(hang<· 

mechanism of tlw two neutrino double beta <kca.y pron~ss. 
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into account through thr Coulomb distortiou factor F(Z. E) of the .~ 112 rlectron 
wavP functions. If we iucludr in tlw interaction hamiltonian of this process also the 

int.ercwt.iou hamilt.ouian of the electron r(.r) and tlw rlf'ctromaguetic A(I'(J:) fj(']ds 

(25) 

we obtain the nwcha11ism of Fig. I d. Wf' Sf'f' that we have two additional f'lf'ct.romag

lwtir vnt.ircs, which can account. for tlw suppwssiou of tlw ~riOt' - decay amplitude 
by 1.lw factor r· 2 = ·brn """' 0.1. On the othn baud therf' an· some argunwots which 
favOllrcd this mechanisn1. First, the nuclf'ar curr('nts can be approximat.f'cl by o11e 

body op('fators ( 1.ht> first. trem on the r.h.s. of eq.(7) do contributf' to '2;301' ·decay 

<tmplitud1·). Second, tlw t>xchcuJg(' potential for this nwchanism is favoured by the 
small dt'nominat.or of the ordn /<.-', in comparison with the dPnomiHator of the pion 

exchange potential containing tlw mass of tlw pion m,. ((L',jm,.) 2 ""' 102
- 10'1 ). 

Third. tlw corrt'spouding ( :ret'!l function for this mechanism shall ccmtain all possi

ble iu1.C'rmediatt' sta1.C's IJ,~ >(not only II~> stat.(•s) in 11w same way as in the casC' 
of tlw lH'lltrinolcss duubl1' IH'tit. dcut_y. Tlw cnku!a.tions concrrning this mechanism 
i-\.n' 111 progwss. 

In summmary, we have shown that the two nuckm1 nwchanism cousidered at 

pres~n1. (·an IH' described with a cla.ss of meson C'Xchan~e current. diagra.ms. 11 a.l!ows 

us to study this procf'SS in tlw S·matrix approach. It is only 1\h'('ssar:v to know 
the nuclear wave' functions of tlw initial and flual nudf'us and to derivf' two body 

operators from tlw corresponding '211'2/J- decay exchall1!,(' diagrams. A simple analysis 
of the pion f'Xchauge diagrams indicatf's that this nwcha.nism is not the dominn.nt oue 

for two IWtttrino double beta dcca .. v process. Tlwrdow. an altf'mativc ('lt'ctro-\\"t'ak 
exchange nwchauism is introduced. 

The author is grateful to S.M.Bilenky, A.Faessler, S.B.Gerasimov,l M.Gmitro I and G.Pantis 
for valuable discussions. 
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